


The end times never happened. 

Archaon died on the walls of Altdorf and his hordes were
scattered to the winds. 

Defeated, the Chaos gods demand Daemon Prince
Be'lakor find a new leader for their final and decisive
invasion of the Old World. 

Malevolent generals gather their armies and march
deep into the Chaos Wastes to earn the title of
Everchosen. 

𝐂𝐚𝐧 𝐲𝐨𝐮 𝐜𝐥𝐚𝐢𝐦 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐰𝐧? (𝐀𝐧𝐝 𝐛𝐫𝐚𝐠𝐠𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐫𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭𝐬 𝐢𝐧
𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐖𝐚𝐫𝐡𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐞𝐫 𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐦𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐲?) 



THE WEEKEND - 11TH & 12TH OF FEBRUARY

Over a 2 day fun thematic 6th edition event, you will have
five 2500 point battles to fight for the title of Everchosen. 

There is going to be a lot of ‘evil’ armies competing but for
generals of ‘good’ armies don’t worry…unknown to your
army (who think they are stepping into the wastes to put
an end to the chaos threat), their general has been secretly
corrupted by the Chaos Gods and he/she too has grown
the desire to be crowned the next Everchosen. 

You can use any army but you must paint a general (same
race as your army) that has become visibly ‘corrupted’ by a
chaos god of your choice (including evil ‘non chaos’ armies
like Greenskins and Vampires)

All battles will be 1v1 with some special rules / scenarios.



THE VENUE - THE VALE, MOSSLEY

Based in Mossley, in the foothills of the Peak District,
The Vale is a former textile mill converted to a state-of-
the-art venue for all kinds of artistic, creative and
Carnival happenings.

But instead of all that nonsense, we are going to do
some good old-fashioned fighting with tiny models.

Address: The Vale Unit 2, Vale mill, Off Micklehurst
Road, Mossley OL5 9JL

Parking: There is limited parking on site but there is
plenty of parking on the road outside or in the
surrounding estate, so best look for it there.

On site directions: The Vale is a site with multiple units,
so we are in the theatre which is along the central road
into the site and on the left, at the back (where the red
arrow in the photo is pointing).



Your army needs to be 2500 points
Your army CANNOT have a daemon general. The Everchosen is for mortals only (you
can have daemons in your army, they just cant go for Everchosen! So they cant be
Generals and there are no FULLY daemon armies) 
Your army has to be fully painted (each model has to have at least 3 colours) and
based on a correct size square base.
If your general is of a non-chaos army (elves, dwarves, lizards, Empire etc), you need to
paint / convert your general to look corrupted / mutated / evil. (They have turned to
Chaos in secret and their army think they are fighting to rid the word of corruption)
We are not allowing special named legendary lords / characters and your lord has to
be a unique character - you will be gutted when someone else turns up with your
same character too! 
Yes proxy models are fine as long as they are easily recognisable (or at least with a bit
of explaination!) and are on the correct base size.
When it comes to army lists, as long as it is listed in an official GW publication (inc
white dwarf) it is allowed unless it is against any other of the event rules (e.g. no
daemon lords). 
We reserve the right to reject dogs of war rare choices that go against the lore of the
game that stops things being fair. E.G. players trying to bring cannons to a vampire
count army. If the dogs of war choices are not in the lore, we may ask you to go back
and revisit your army list.
Email your army list to info@talesfromtheoldworld.com at least a week before the
event. If you use army builder, please send over the project file to make things easier.

Your ARMY - The Rules

We will be playing 6th edition Warhammer Fantasy with the following rules for your army:



Special Rules for the weekend #1: 𝐂𝐨𝐫𝐫𝐮𝐩𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐂𝐡𝐚𝐨𝐬 𝐰𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐞𝐬 

The environment your army walks into continually changes as your army gets deeper into the unnatural reality of the wastes. Starting from the 2nd
game of the event, you roll a D6 before playing your game to find out what has changed in your environment (affecting both players)… 

𝟏. 𝐂𝐚𝐧𝐧𝐢𝐛𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐜 𝐑𝐚𝐠𝐞 - Emotions become uncontrollable. All units earn the rules hatred, blood greed & frenzy. 

𝟐. 𝐓𝐨𝐱𝐢𝐜 𝐟𝐮𝐦𝐞 - All weapons (Inc missiles) are poisoned after touching the toxic atmosphere (Auto wound on a roll to hit of 6). Armour rusts in the
air, giving -1 to armour saves (Inc scaly skin type saves). Ward saves as normal.

𝟑. 𝐖𝐡𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐨𝐮𝐭 𝐅𝐨𝐠 - A thick mist covers the battlefield. Both players use surprise deployment (A screen is put across the middle of the battlefield.
Both players deploy their entire armies at the same time, then the screen is removed to reveal positions of each army). All shooting and magic
missile ranges are halved. Guessing range artillery has to add extra 3D6” to the guess distance (they are shooting wildly into the whiteout!) unless
the target is within 14”. 

𝟒. 𝐖𝐚𝐫𝐩𝐞𝐝 𝐏𝐡𝐲𝐬𝐢𝐜𝐬 - Gravity has become lighter. Everyone except flying units has +2” movement / 4” for charge (flyers only get the extra
movement if they are grounded and have to use walking distance). +1 strength for all units because weapons are easier to lift. Great / 2 handed
weapons no longer have to fight second. 

𝟓. 𝐌𝐚𝐠𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐠𝐞 - The winds of magic blow wild. +1 to rolls when casting spells. -1 to dispel rolls. No maximum power dice roll. Magic users cause
terror. Dwarfs are the only exception in these rules as their runes become more powerful in the environment and they get +2 to dispel rolls instead
and immune to the terror of the magic users. 

 𝟔. 𝐌𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐨𝐫 𝐬𝐡𝐨𝐰𝐞𝐫 - Twin tailed comets fall from the sky, hammering into the battlefield. Each shooting round, place a large round artillery
template in the centre of the battle field, then roll a scatter dice to determine which direction and 4d6” to determine how many inches the
template moves. Anything under the template has S6 hit. Any partially under template gets S3 hit. 

 if you and your opponent would prefer to CHOOSE a scenario / Chaos waste effect instead of roll for one, that's fine! If you roll a scenario you
have already played, you can roll again until you have a new scenario.



Special Rules for the weekend #2: 𝐓𝐡𝐞 𝐆𝐨𝐝𝐬 𝐚𝐫𝐞 𝐰𝐚𝐭𝐜𝐡𝐢𝐧𝐠

The four Chaos Gods are keeping a close eye on the progression of the armies heading
into the wastes. Hoping to find the chosen one first. 

From your second game of the event onward, at the beginning of every round (from
the 2nd round onward), each player rolls a D6. On a roll of 6, a Greater Daemon of Chaos
appears at a random edge of the battlefield (decided by scatter dice) to be controlled by
the person who rolled a 6. If both players rolled a 6, roll again and the highest roll
controls the Greater Daemon. 
 
The Bloodthirster, Great Unclean one, Keeper of Secrets or Lord of Change stays in the
game for 1 round (the controlling players round only) and then disappears back into the
void.  Their power dice is added to their total dice pool and can be used by all casters,
not just the daemon. They can charge from their position straight away.

Once a player summons a Greater Daemon, they will not be able to roll again for them in
any  other round of the game (However the opponent still does)

The chaos gods also have a sense of humour. If too many Greater Daemons start to
show, the randomness of chaos may start to show with different creatures materialising
on the battlefield. A Verminlord? A giant? A dragon? Corrupted Goblin fantatics? A
halfling vampire hunter with a S7 crossbow with 5 armour-piercing shots and a range of
40"? Anything can happen...

Daemon Prince Be'lakor is also watching… and might make an appearance. 

If you and your opponent prefer to not roll to see if a greater daemon etc appears, that's
fine(but we recommend it for the fun of it!)



Special Rules for the weekend #3:
Keep what you kill

If your Lord (or the unit your Lord it in) kills an enemy
general (combat, shooting or magic), you can
exchange your Lord's magical weapon, armour or
ward (or all) for theirs for the remainder of the
weekend, even if their value pushes your army over
2500 points. 

The ‘wounded’ Lord can not use those items again for
the entire weekend (but can replace them for items of
the same point value). 

Routed characters do not count as killed and they
keep their items.

If a spell, rune or magic item specifically says in their
rules that they DESTROY a magic item, then that item
can not be used for the rest of the weekend.

If  a spell, rune of magic items simply states that it
stops or nullifies a magic item, that can be used in
following battles too no matter who has it (as the spell
would simply wear off).



Victory Conditions

Games are decided by victory points - the most victory points
through the weekend is crowned Everchosen!

Extra points are rewarded if a Lord is killed - his opponent gets
500 points for embarrassing his rival in front of the Chaos gods.

If your actual Lord kills another lord (or the lords unit kills the
enemy lords unit) then the victor gets 1000 points. 

Challenges between lords CAN NOT BE REFUSED. The Chaos
gods look down on cowards and they can not be made
Everchosen!!!!



KEEPING THE WEEKEND FUN

Now, lets just get this bit out of the way...this is not a 'hardcore' tournament, it's an
event that is going to be focused on FUN (its just a game remember haha)

There will be 3-4 allocated 'rules masters' at the event who players can go to for rule
resolutions / checks and their decisions will be final, like it or not. 

Rather than argue about a rule, firstly ask the players next to you for an opinion on the
matter, if after that there is still no resolution, ask an nearby rules master.

We reserve the right to ask anyone to leave (with no refund) to anyone who can't agree
with this system or doesn't play fair. We just want everyone to enjoy the weekend.

In fact there will be prizes (as well as boons for generals through the event) for fair play
practices as well.

Good guys win sometimes. 

Honestly, in 20+ events I've been too over the last couple of years, I've never come
across ANY arseholes in the Warhammer community. Everyone has been supportive
and generally good guys. But we've all heard stories and I’m simply adding these notes
in here more for people who rarely  go to events (or have never been to one) so they
feel protected from any nonsense and can simply enjoy the weekend.

It doesn’t mean your armies have to be nice to each other though haha.

 



Upload photos of your Lord / Army

Upload a text background of your Lord's
history.

Ask any questions for the organisers and
community

Let us know your painting progress

Just say hello to the community!

GET IN TOUCH!

Most people going to the event are on the
Facebook page.

If you get chance, please:

Feel free to ask any questions to the organisers by
adding 'Dave Warhammer' as a friend on
Facebook and send a message.



Rewards for the weekend

Big thanks to Matt's 3D Printing Haven for
sponsoring WAR OF THE EVERCHOSEN and
giving great prizes and vouchers to players.
We're thinking...

£50 voucher for the player with most points over
the weekend
£20 voucher best painted army
£20 voucher for best painted corrupted Lord
£20 voucher for fair play award / best sportsman
£20 voucher for the most epic battle moment of
the weekend

And.... £20 for the wooden spoon / least points
from the weekend (because we all deserve nice
things in life)

Follow them on Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/MattPrintingEmpire?__cft__[0]=AZWstd-NuP0voKcZzpP4LB_dIY9v1hEHRHsEBeGCzBKH6gN8y71Im1FY-C3KowaDbx_xSXk9dN7AabjBNn8Kfn4zhK4oGNDW3yvzU5DH0YPmIPHX5UuFUpCSZfRwzSuGCYO3Afb_IrMsQk2CG4PGC2q4g_RSdWZuBhKHE9WSeZrXenvxlnazldZCcH4w8JzyX3o&__tn__=-]K-R

